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STILL LIFE
Readymade Cushions

Introducing Villa Nova’s latest offering of readymade cushions. A perfect mix of design and colour, featuring painterly 
patterns and hand drawn elements paired with an abundance of appealing textures. Presented in a homespun colour 

palette, these readymade cushions are designed to complement any interior.



Sunset
VNC3471/05

Haze
VNC3471/04

Sunshine
VNC3471/03

Autumn
VNC3471/02

Spring
VNC3471/01

POTTING SHED

60x60cm

Taken from the Still Life fabric 
collection, the Potting Shed print 
features an abstract potting shed 
nestled in rows of vegetables 
rendered with large brush strokes. 

Face: Printed Cotton 

Reverse: Semi-plain weave

Sunset
VNC3473/05

Spring
VNC3473/01

Sunshine
VNC3473/03

Haze
VNC3473/04

Autumn
VNC3473/02

BRODERIE
40x40cm

A stunning accessory featuring 
an unconventional and intriguing 
print influenced by hand stitched 
patterns and finished with a 
charming bobble fringe. 

Cover: Printed Cotton Linen

Pepper
VNC3463/16

Ivy
VNC3463/25

Cognac
VNC3463/24

Linden
VNC3463/19

Azurite
VNC3463/27

LULEA
50x30cm

A stylish cushion featuring two 
contrasting shades of Lulea linen 
enhanced by a charming bobble 
fringe.

Face: Plain Linen

Reverse: Semi-plain weave



Pigeon
VNC3467/04

Serpentine
VNC3467/02

Ink
VNC3467/03

Slate
VNC3467/01

STILL LIFE
50x50cm

A charming cushion that features 
a textured chenille depicting an 
abstract still life scene, trimmed 
with a large pom pom in each 
corner adding a playful touch.

Cover: Decorative Weave

GILMAN
60x40cm

A statement cushion with a 
woven geometric design and 
distinctive chunky texture, 
trimmed with a stylish two-tone 
ruche.

Cover: Decorative Weave

Pigeon
VNC3470/04

Shingle
VNC3470/01

Shale
VNC3470/02

ENNI
40x40cm

A beautiful cushion featuring a corded embroidery 
design and edged with a bobble fringe. This cushion 
is paired with a coordinating shade of a soft cotton 
plain on the reverse. 

Face: Embroidery 
Reverse: Plain Cotton 

DOYU
60x40cm

A rustic style cushion featuring a finely textured raw 
linen weave with a relaxed and understated appearance, 
embellished by stripes of a tactile chenille fringe.

Cover: Linen Weave



ABOUT US 
 

Founded in 1993, Villa Nova is a young and vibrant brand with a dedicated team of talented  
in-house designers led by Design Director, Hayley McAfee. Villa Nova produces distinctive and eclectic 

collections based upon the philosophy of creating modern, versatile fabrics, wallcoverings 
 and accessories that offer affordable style.

Villa Nova is a division of The Romo Group, a family run business in its fifth generation. The range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network of selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and images, we are also happy to arrange interviews 
and offer expert commentary from our designers. 

UK
Iain Niven 

iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian

tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Roberta Natalini

roberta.natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727 016


